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Welcome to
THIRD SHIFT 2018
THIRD SHIFT is an annual festival of public contemporary
artworks presented by Third Space, a not-for-profit
artist-run centre in Saint John, New Brunswick. Third Space
respectfully recognizes that THIRD SHIFT takes place within
unceded territory of the Wolastoqiyik, Mi'kmaq, and
Passamaquoddy First Nations.
Established in 2015, THIRD SHIFT aims to offer citizens a
unique opportunity to engage with contemporary art and
re-imagine their city. THIRD SHIFT holds space for new
experiences and communal exchange through the
exhibition of temporary installations, interventions,
performances and projections in the heart of Uptown Saint
John. Motivated by the potential for deeper engagement,
THIRD SHIFT is proud to have grown from a one-night-only
event into a three-day festival!
We encourage you to nurture your curiosity and quench
your thirst for learning on August 15th and 16th by attending
the talks and workshops with this year’s THIRD SHIFT artists.
On Friday, August 17th, the festival will culminate in the
nighttime exhibition of public contemporary artworks we’ve
come to know and love. Thank you for taking part in this
new THIRD SHIFT experience!
-THIRD SHIFT Steering Committee

1. ALEXIS BULMAN - Montreal, QC
Swaddled and Bound

Throughway parking lot between Germain Street and
Charlotte Street
Bound Between Seasons is a series of unusual sculptures, familiar
shapes and stored forms that subtly connects the artist’s
experience with Scoliosis to a seasonal occurrence that appears
scattered across Canadian properties in late Autumn: Objects
tightly swaddled in neon tarps. The diagnosis of a severe and
rare type of double curvature Scoliosis presented the experience
of living “able-bodied”, with a physical disability and an invisible
disability throughout different phases of Bulman’s life. The
tensions between the external and interior realities of these
physical differences have manifested themselves in her work as
an on-going curiosity of shapes and movement that appear in
the landscape, be it through natural occurrences, by human
intervention, or both.

2. CAMILLE RAJOTTE - Québec, QC
Incline

Grannan Street
This installation highlights a series of windows cut at ground level
by the elevation of Grannan Street. Taking the form of these
windows and their brick frame, the project is concretized by
three modules deposited on the ground. These in turn play with
the incline and become a short staircase. While being useful, this
project wishes to draw attention on an architectural feature
often seen in Uptown Saint John.

3. EMMA HASSENCAHL-PERLEY
Tobique First Nation, NB

Ahtolimiye

Intersection of Grannan Lane and Canterbury St
SCHEDULED PERFORMANCE: 7:30 pm

A sister project to a previous piece, White Flag. This work is titled
Ahtolimiye (She Keeps Praying). Indian Act shreds on Jingle Dress.
Since 1876, the Canadian Government has had control over
Indigenous peoples affairs through the Indian Act: land and
natural resources; education; band administration and so on.
The Indian Act imposed a great deal of personal and cultural
tragedies in communities, some that still have affect today such
as: blood quantum systems; introducing residential schools;
establishing reserves; culture bans; denying women status;
forced to enfranchisement; imposing a ‘band council, system
over traditional government; and restricted First Nations to leave
the reserve without permission from the Indian Agent, to name a
few. In this work, Emma explores the term “legislative identity”
and looks at how the act has had an effect on Indigenous
peoples identity as individuals and individual nations. For
example, when and where they may conduct their ceremonies.

4. EMILY MACDONALD
like waves, like water

- Montreal, QC

81 Princess Street

like waves, like water honours the physical and emotional labour
that extends past 9-5 working hours of families, friends, and
workers addressing the opioid crisis. like waves, like water is a
video work depicting waves, ocean, and shoreline overlaid with
automatic writing from a mindfulness exercise using themes of
fear, strength, and hope when it comes to mental health and
addiction. The large scale handmade fishing net was
constructed as a public participatory project in partnership with
Avenue B. The public has been invited to bring art objects,
photographs, mementos, signs with loved ones names, candles,
and flowers to build a memorial around the video installation
during the exhibition.

5. JAY CROCKER - Crousetown, NS
BIBELOT

30 Charlotte Street
BIBELOT is an instrument and installation piece by Canadian
artist/composer Jay Crocker. BIBELOT functions as an orchestra
of 16 amplified, synthesized and motorized units, each outfitted
with a music box, score (paper loops), drive system, and
amplification system. Crocker’s intention with BIBELOT is to create
music that mimics life. The unsynchronized behaviours and
sounds of the 16 units blend into a sonic whole, reflecting natural
settings in which melodies interact to create their environment.
Like different beings dwelling within nature or a city, the
relationship between these changing memory-sounds make up
the overall sonic world. In different moments, single music boxes
will take focus and stand alone, while in other moments all
sounds will overlap to the point of no differentiation. The BIBELOT
is a sanctuary space of infinitely changing movement, sound,
and light.

6. JENNIFER BÈLANGER - Moncton, NB
Scrolls

Various Locations - see map insert
Scrolls is a project based on a google search for the ten nicest
things to say to....(a friend, a coworker, a child). Similar to a
fortune cookie, the 15 -20 biodegradable hand pulled screen
printed notes of encouragement are rolled and carefully placed
in the urban landscape for the observer to discover. A hand
drawn map of uptown Saint John is available with the indications
of where the scrolls can be found. The observers can keep what
they find.

7. JENNY YUJIA SHI & MICHAELA HAYES
Annapolis Valley and Dartmouth, NS

Uncover: A Mobile Popsicle Project
Various Locations

Between 4pm and 6pm on August 17th, Jenny and Michaela will
distribute 100 homemade lemonade popsicles throughout
Uptown Saint John. Each popsicle is packaged in a burlap bag
containing a hand silk-screened with a map of Saint John. Upon
eating the popsicles, folks will notice that the sticks are
silk-screened with a time and location. This information will act
as an invitation for viewers to join Jenny and Michaela for the
mini pop-up printmaking workshop later in the evening.

8. KATIE FOAL & INDIGO POIRIER
Saint John and Fredericton, NB

Lumalith

75 Prince William Street
Lumalith is an expression of the pain of abandonment. What if
the technology we now consider obsolete resented us for
treating it as waste? What if the TVs we threw out to make room
for newer, better screens gained sentience? What if we gave
those discarded objects a voice? In practical terms, Lumalith is a
stack of cathode ray tube televisions, converted into a
oscilloscopes by Katie Foal. Indigo Poirier will perform a live
electronic set, running signal through both the TVs to generate
visuals, and the PA to generate audio. The piece is designed to
belittle and intimidate the viewer, and taken as a whole will be a
poetic expression of the danger of pollution which threatens to
destroy us if not taken seriously. This danger, which is generally
treated as an abstract threat, will be made manifest as a
malevolent structure, communicating its fury through visuals
and sound.
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9. LAMBCHOP - Lexington, KY, USA
Typographic Fencing

Intersection of Canterbury and Princess Street
Typographic Fencing defines space and prompts conversation
by creating large-scale text in areas where it is not expected—
around the edges of parking lots, near ravines off divided
highways, around a fenced-in playground. These temporary
installations are woven out of flagging-tape, a simple, inexpensive material used to mark boundaries. Squares in
chain-link or vertical-bar fences become pixels on a screen or
canvas: the medium for messages. Instead of commanding
consumption, the directives and ponderings of the weavings are
less clear: “get there”, “remember this”— even a contemplative
“someday I will ignore my doubts” or “up until this point I knew.”
They are installed anonymously and removed without ceremony.
They can be untied or altered by passers-by. They convert
overlooked spaces into landmarks. By transforming large-text
into large questions, they spark a dialogue, asking us to get
where? Know what?

10. L’ARCHE Community Partner

Saint John, NB

Teatro della Differenza

Creative Connections (95 Prince William Street)
Creative Connections invites you to become the puppet master
in our “Teatro della Differenza”. Come create new stories from old
news and last year’s flour, mixed with a little Saint John water. As
the curtain rises, you become the Un-Tameable White Lion,
choreograph the dance of the Wiggler, or bring the night to life
with your “Shadow” side. Young human friendly. Junk table for
makers! Creative Connections is the Studio and Gallery Space of
L’Arche Saint John, a non-profit community committed to
shaping a more human society. “Viva la Differenza!”

11. LAUREL TERLESKY - Garibaldi Highlands, BC
Surface Rupture

125 Prince William Street
Laurel’s recent explorations in the Intersubjectivity of Touch, point
strongly to the impact of touch communication. What are the
effects of touching and being touched? Memories captured in
our flesh are often recalled vividly, relaying both a narrative
experience and felt sensation. Surface Rupture explores the skin’s
surface and how touch can penetrate, shift, break, expand and
ripple our emotional and physical senses. By using the wall as a
border space, Surface Rupture challenges what is blocked, held
and changed as a metaphor to the boundary of our skin.

12. Local 107.3 FM Community Partner

Saint John, NB

Pop-up Studio
Grannan Lane

Local FM is an independent nonprofit campus & community
radio station and serves Saint John from it's UNBSJ location. Local
FM is excited to be at THIRD SHIFT to capture real-time responses
from fellow festival goers and feature the artists, their work, and
their experiences! You're all invited to participate in your radio
station, share your experiences of THIRD SHIFT, and hang out with
your friendly, neighborhood radio crew!

13. PATRICK ALLABY - Kitchener, ON
The Water Lover

Center Beam Place (14 King Street)

SCHEDULED PERFORMANCES: 7pm, 8pm, 9pm and 10pm
The Water Lover is a performance, a comic, a powerpoint
presentation, a crude animation, and around half an hour long. It
is also a personal narrative that deals with type 1 diabetes.
Formally, it consists of drawings which are projected via
powerpoint, one after another, creating a crude, rudimentary
animation, while the artist simultaneously provides live narration.
It is part of a series of works that consider the performative
potential of comics. The goal of the Water Lover is to make the
experience of living with diabetes and the trauma of diagnosis
tangible for those who haven’t experienced it, to make visible
what is hidden.

14. RESONANCE Community Partner
Saint John, NB

Road Trips

125 Prince William Street

SCHEDULED PERFORMANCES: 8pm, 9pm, 10pm, 11pm
Road Trips is an audiovisual performance consisting of two 30
minute pieces titled Travels with Neill Rough and Coney Island, a
collaboration between Andrew Reed Miller, Neill Rough and
Nienke Izurieta. Live improvised and composed music provides a
sonic environment while experiencing projected photographic
images. Each piece deals with personal, social and
anthropological themes in and around the concept of travel,
particularly in certain areas of the USA. Improvised music by Joel
Cormier - percussion, Andrew Reed Miller - contrabass, Robin
Streb - viola and Joel Leblanc - guitar.

15. SANKARA Community Partner
Saint John, NB

Making of Sankara
Rogue Coffee Alley

Making of Sankara is a portrait photography and audio piece
showcasing the ways in which emerging immigrant and refugee
chefs in Saint John strive to create their livelihoods through
selling their cultural cuisine through an online market. Sankara is
a social enterprise which runs the online multicultural food
marketplace which these chefs use to market and sell their food.
Newcomer chefs have planted roots in Saint John because of
access to customers who enjoy their authentic cuisines. By
working closely with the chefs for this project, artist, Lily Lynch will
shed light on the their lives and their cuisine, their joys and
passions in cooking, how they learned to cook and what a day in
their life is like as they make food for customers in Saint John.

16. SARAH JOHNSON POWER & LORNE
POWER - Saint John, NB
No Flies on You

BMO Theatre (112 Princess Street)

SCHEDULED PERFORMANCES: 7:30pm, 8:30pm, 9:30pm and 10:30pm
No Flies on You is a 20 min live dance performances that will
include original set configurations, designed live; choreography
made of real time movement; and the on-site production of
analogue photographs, which will be developed at the end of
the series of performances and presented together by
projecting them on an adjacent wall. The idea for the work is to
tie together performative stands that address the complexity of
the need to be seen — a need which means always having of
picture of oneself to live up to. This living up to will be the
motivating idea by which we approach the production of each
section as it develops live.

17. SARAH WENDT & PASCAL DUFAUX
Montreal, QC

The Portal, foraging for wilderness in an urban
forest
King Square

The Portal, foraging for wildness in an urban forest is an
outdoor interactive video- installation and sound-poem in
which the public is invited to encounter a surreal visual
environment reminiscent of (Alice’s) Through the
Looking-Glass, and hear stories evoking possible
mythologies, childhood memories and forgotten histories
of King’s Square and Saint John. It uses a retroaction video
system with delay to produce a temporal video tunnel and
allows the public to participate in creating, with their own
movements, an infinite number of visual and gestural
compositions.

18. TYLER MUZZIN - Lethbridge, AB
Chorus

133 Prince William Street (Water Street Parking Lot)
Chorus is a 30-minute video projection with a 4-channel audio
accompaniment. The video is composed of stationary shots of
turbines slowed to one frame per second and bound to the
rhythm of a standard wall clock. The video installation will play on
loop for the duration of the exhibition. Chorus developed out of
research on the Pincher Creek wind farms in Southern Alberta.
The incentive for renewable power has fostered an ongoing
debate about turbine efficiency, structural longevity, energy
storage, and wildlife safety. This project goes beyond human
scales of time and considers alternative scales – from animal
time, to geologic time. Climate scientists have estimated that the
effects of this year’s carbon expenditure won’t be fully
experienced for another 40 years – half a human lifespan. To
think ecocritically is to think with this level of earth-scale
relativity, and is often incompatible with the day-to-day function
of human-scale politics and economics.

19. VERONICA MOCKLER - Montreal, QC
Canvassers

Grannan Lane (Canterbury St. Parking Lot)
Mich and Marshall are asked to share a personal story in front of
a camera. Both participants come to experience a unified
understanding of events when one’s story is orally taken on by
the other. Part performance, part document, this one-shot
15-minute work exemplifies our empathetic capacity as
individuals. A scientific study entitled Durably reducing
transphobia: A field experiment on door-to-door canvassing in
Science Mags’ April 2016 issue inspired this artwork and brought a
new empirical premise to Mockler's practice. The work was made
in response to scientific findings demonstrating that a 10-minute
one-on-one conversation between two individuals can durably
reduce longstanding ingrained prejudice. In her work, the artist
uses human interaction as a framework to politically and
conceptually engage her audience.

SCHEDULE
Wednesday
Aug 15th

Thursday
Aug 16th

Friday
Aug 17th

Jay Crocker: BIBELOT

Jay Crocker: BIBELOT

Jay Crocker: BIBELOT

active
perspective-taking
Workshop with Veronica
Mockler

Artist Talk with THIRD
SHIFT Artist in Residence:
Camille Rajotte

Authentic Movement
Workshop with Sarah
Johnson Power

Artist Talk with Alexis
Bulman

Artist Talk with Katie Foal
and Indigo Poirier
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THIRD SHIFT

Performance by Carrie
Allison

Nighttime Exhibition of
Public Contemporary
Artworks

30 Charlotte Street
9am-5pm

The BMO Studio Theatre
3:30 pm - 4:30 pm

Anthotype Photograph
Workshop with Tyler
Muzzin
Social Enterprise Hub Rm. 202
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm

30 Charlotte Street
9am-5pm

89 Canterbury Street, Suite 407
12:00 pm - 1:00 pm

Social Enterprise Hub
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm

(s/he makes things to make
people remember)

Queen Square
5:00 pm - 6:00 pm

30 Charlotte Street
9am-5pm

Yoga Co-op
9:30 am - 11:00 am

Social Enterprise Hub
2:00 pm - 3:00 pm

For more information visit thirdshift.ca

7:00 pm - 12:00 am

